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ABSTRACT
The ability to filter entries in the data plane from a set or table of resources (e.g., network paths, servers, switch ports) based on multi-dimensional policies over stateful resource-specific metrics (e.g., filter paths with utilization < 0.6 and latency < 3us) is critical for several key network functions, such as performance-aware routing, resource-aware load balancing, network diagnosis, security, and firewall. However, current generation of programmable switches do not support table-wide stateful filtering at line rate. We present Thanos, which augments the existing programmable switch pipeline with support for programmable multi-dimensional filtering over a set of resources. Thanos seamlessly integrates with multi-terabit programmable switch pipelines at nominal chip area overhead. Our evaluation, based on an FPGA prototype and a simulator, shows that policies expressed in Thanos can improve the performance of key network functions by up to 1.7× compared to state-of-the-art.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of programmable switches has allowed network switches to become increasingly more stateful, as switches are now capable of storing large amounts of stateful metrics (such as congestion along a path, queuing statistics at ports, packet counters for flows) to make intelligent decisions in the data plane with regards to key network functions, such as routing [9], load balancing [8, 14, 18], congestion control [16], network diagnosis [21], policy compliance under failures [29], and security and firewall [27].

One of the key operation that is at the core of several of the aforementioned network functions is the ability to filter a resource (e.g., a network path, a load balancing server, or an egress switch port) from a given set of resources, based on certain filtering policy specified over the stateful metrics associated with the resources. Below are some examples.

• Performance-aware routing [9]. The path to route a packet or flow is chosen based on the current status of the network path metrics. Below is an example.

```
From the set of all paths, select the path with delay < d and utilization < u
```

Figure 1: An example routing policy.

• Congestion-aware load balancing [2, 8]. The path to load balance a packet or flow is chosen based on the current congestion along the path [2, 14] or queuing at egress switch port [8]. Examples include:

```
Randomly choose d out of N possible egress ports. Find the one with the current minimum queue occupancy between these d samples and m least loaded samples from the last time slot, and send packet on that port
```

Figure 2: Load balancing policy used in DRILL [8].

```
From the set of all paths, select the path with least congestion
```

Figure 3: Load balancing policy used in CONGA [2].

• Stateful L4 load balancing [18, 22]. The server to map a new L4 flow is chosen based on the resource availability at the load balancing servers. Below is an example.

```
From the set of all servers, select the server with cpu utilization < u and available memory > m and available network bandwidth > b
```

Figure 4: An example L4 load balancing policy.

• Data plane diagnosis [21]. A switch is queried to filter over certain packet, flow, or port level statistics maintained at the switch to diagnose certain abnormal network behavior in real time. Below is an example.

```
Filter all switch ports with packet rate > t
```

Figure 5: An example query for network diagnosis.

• Security and Firewall [11]. A switch blacklists or drops packets from suspicious flows in real time. Below is an example.

```
If the packet rate for an IP destination D is > T, filter (and black-list or drop packets) from all source IPs sending to D
```

Figure 6: An example firewall policy.
• Policy compliance [29]. In multi-tenant environments, switches enforce policies from different tenants while making routing or load balancing decisions. Below is an example.

From all available paths, filter the paths not carrying tenant A’s or B’s traffic. Choose a path at random from the filtered paths to route a new flow from tenant C.

Figure 7: An example policy compliant routing.

All the policies mentioned above can be abstracted as a chain of filter operations that implement the filtering criteria specified in the policy to filter a subset of resources from the set of given resources. The filtering criteria could be stateless, e.g., select a random resource, or it could use one (Figure 3.5,6) or multiple (Figure 1.2,4,7) stateful resource-specific metrics to filter the desired resources. Further, the filter operations could also be chained, where the output of one filter operation is used as the input for the next (Figure 2.6,7). The ability to express rich filtering policies in the switch data plane not only provides the network operators with much more flexibility in terms of how to route, load balance, diagnose, firewall, or enforce tenant-specific policies on their network’s traffic, but it also results in much improved network performance (§7). Unfortunately, however, current generation of programmable switches are unable to express the filter policies mentioned above at line rate due to their constrained memory and computation semantics (§2.2).

In that light, we present Thanos, which is an enhanced programmable switch architecture that provides the ability to express rich multi-dimensional filter policies over a set of resources at line rate. Thanos extends the current programmable switch pipeline, namely Reconfigurable Match Table (RMT) [5], with a new hardware module for chained multi-dimensional filtering (§3). Thanos’s filter module takes as input a multi-dimensional table of resources, where each dimension corresponds to a resource-specific metric. For example, the set of resources could be network paths, and the set of dimensions could be path delay, path utilization, path length, etc. Next, Thanos allows users to program the filter module with a chain of custom filter policies involving one or more dimensions or metrics, to filter a subset of resources that satisfy the programmed policy during runtime (§4). As is the case with RMT, the programmed filter policy cannot be changed during runtime.

Implementing a programmable multi-dimensional filter module in hardware at line rate is challenging. In that regard, Thanos makes three key contributions. First, Thanos proposes a new hardware data structure, called Sorted Multidimensional Bidirectional Map (SMBM) (§5.1) that efficiently exploits the spatial parallelism in hardware to enable line rate multi-dimensional filtering. Second, Thanos extends the set of action units in today’s programmable switches with two new action units that can implement a wide range of filter operations (§5.2). In that regard, Thanos both borrows and extends the filter operations from Codd’s relational algebra [7]. And finally, Thanos uses the filter action units to design a fully reconfigurable filter pipeline that can express any arbitrary chain of filter operations supported in Thanos at line rate (§5.3).

Based on ASIC synthesis (§6), we show that Thanos’s hardware design can run at clock speeds of state-of-the-art multi-terabit switches while incurring nominal chip area overhead. Our evaluation, based on a FPGA prototype (§7.1) and a simulator (§7.2), shows that rich filter policies expressible in Thanos and those that cannot not be expressed on existing programmable switches, can provide performance gains of up to 1.7× compared to state-of-the-art for routing and load balancing network functions.

Overall, Thanos advances the state of programmable data plane by providing a new abstraction for chained multi-dimensional filtering. And while Thanos was primarily designed for network functions, its abstraction is general enough that it opens up the possibility of offloading several other key applications, beyond network functions, to the network’s data plane. Examples include online analytical processing [39], graph database queries [15], and multi-dimensional clustering in ML [33]. In §7.2.5 we show the benefits of offloading one such application, namely graph database queries, to the network data plane using Thanos. Thus, Thanos has the potential to not just improve the performance of network functions but improve the state of in-network computing in general.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we motivate the need for line rate filtering in the data plane, and show that existing programmable switch data plane architectures are unable to implement rich filter policies at line rate, thus motivating the need for Thanos.

2.1 Need for Line Rate Filtering in Data Plane

The stateful metrics associated with the examples in §1 are typically updated either at RTT granularity (e.g., congestion updates along a path in CONGA [2] and HULA [14]), or in some cases even at per-packet granularity (e.g., local queue length updates in DRILL [8]). In the same vein, recent performance-aware routing systems such as Contra [9] update the stateful routing metrics at RTT granularity to react quickly to changes in traffic and failures. Thus, filter policies over such stateful metrics must be implemented in the data plane, as alternatives such as implementing the policies in the control plane cannot operate at such fine grained timescales.

Further, as stated in the above paragraph, certain stateful metrics like local queue length in switches, update at packet-level timescale. In addition to that, several of the filter policies, especially in the context of routing and load balancing, are applied at a flowlet granularity [2, 12, 14, 44], which can be as small as a few packets. In fact, recent studies [20] suggest that flows with size less than 1000 bytes or 1 MTU packet dominate both the number of flows (over 85%) and the number of bytes (over 70% of all network traffic) for certain popular data center workloads. Thus, even traditional flow based routing and load balancing policies now need to practically run at per-packet granularity. Given all this, filter policies in the data plane must be able to run at line rate or packet-level timescale.

Unfortunately, state-of-the-art programmable switch data plane architecture, namely Reconfigurable Match Table (RMT) [5], is unable to implement rich filter policies at line rate. Below we discuss this limitation of RMT in detail.

2.2 Limitations of RMT

Reconfigurable Match Table (RMT) [5], including its stateful variant, Domino [25] and FlowBlaze [23], is state-of-the-art for programmable switch data plane architecture. RMT provides two key
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stateful primitives, namely Match tables and register arrays, that one could potentially use to implement multi-dimensional filtering.

Match tables can have multiple attributes, where each attribute typically corresponds to a packet header field. Match tables match those header field values in the input packet against the entries in the table, and if a match is found, the corresponding action is triggered. The match type could be exact (implemented using SRAM) or ternary (implemented using TCAM). However, Match tables are not capable of filtering the entries in the table based on custom filtering policies. Thus, while one could potentially use Match tables to store the resources with their stateful metrics as table attributes, one cannot perform custom filtering on top.

Register arrays provide a better alternative to implement filter policies, as they can be used to implement custom data structures. However, register arrays in RMT are mainly suited to implement simple data structures, such as hash tables. In fact, one can store the resources and their stateful metrics in a register hash table, and implement simple stateless filter policies at line rate, e.g., selecting a resource at random. But when it comes to filtering resources based on stateful filtering criteria, such as filter the resource with minimum metric value or filter all resources with metric value < x, as shown in Figure 1–7, register arrays fall short. This is because RMT allows access to at most single entry per register array per packet per pipeline stage (per clock cycle). As a result, in the worst-case one would need O(N) clock cycles or pipeline stages to iterate through the set of resources for a single filter operation, where N is the number of resources, thus precluding line rate processing. And things would only get worse for policies that have a chain of filter operations.

One could potentially improve on the time complexity of filter operations by trying to implement more sophisticated data structures using register arrays, such as a B-tree [30], known to be efficient for several filter operations. A straight-forward implementation would store each node in B-tree in a register, and map each level of the B-tree to a different pipeline stage in RMT. But even this is hard to implement in RMT, because RMT pipelines are feed-forward, i.e., packets and state can only move forward through the pipeline. As a consequence, one cannot go back and update nodes in level i of the tree once they have traversed to a level > i, something which is needed in a B-tree implementation. One possible work-around to access a state in stage i from stage i+1 is to let the packet move forward through the pipeline till the last stage, and then re-circulate the packet to the start of the pipeline to eventually reach stage i. But this would effectively reduce the packet processing throughput of the switch, while also incurring high latency penalty.

Overall, RMT pipelines are not designed to support complex stateful processing. Quoting a line (paraphrased) from Domino [25], "...RMT/Banzai atoms (action units) model small operations that occur on every packet, and are unsuitable for large operations such as scanning a table that span many clock cycles". Hence, in order to implement rich stateful network functions on programmable switches, one must look beyond RMT and design a custom hardware module that could be easily integrated with RMT. This is already the case with network functions such as packet scheduling that fundamentally requires a priority queue for its operation which RMT cannot support. As a result, there have been several custom hardware architectures [4, 24, 26] proposed to augment RMT with a priority queue data structure for scheduling. In the same spirit, in this paper we make the case for augmenting RMT with a new hardware module for multi-dimensional filtering, that can be easily integrated with the RMT pipeline (§3) and has the potential to improve several key network functions (§7.2.2, §7.2.3, §7.2.4), including routing, load balancing, network diagnosis, and firewall, and even certain key distributed applications, such as relational and graph database queries (§7.2.5).

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 8 shows the high-level architecture of Thanos, where the filter module is integrated inline with the Match-Action stages of the RMT pipeline. In general, one can have multiple such filter modules integrated with the RMT pipeline, where each module would express filter policies on a different set of resources.

The filter module is triggered every time a packet arrives at the module. The packet traverses through the filter module unmodified, while, in parallel, the programmed filter policy is applied on the set of resources. The output of the filtering operation is written to a priority queue data structure for scheduling. In the same spirit, in this paper we make the case for augmenting RMT with a new hardware module for multi-dimensional filtering, that can be easily integrated with the RMT pipeline (§3) and has the potential to improve several key network functions (§7.2.2, §7.2.3, §7.2.4), including routing, load balancing, network diagnosis, and firewall, and even certain key distributed applications, such as relational and graph database queries (§7.2.5).

(1) Calculate resource metric values. This depends on whether the resource metrics are generated remotely (e.g., congestion along a path, resource consumption at a web server) or locally, at the switch (e.g., packet counters, queuing at switch ports).

- Remote metric. Thanos relies on probe packets from remote resources to carry the metric information. This is a standard practice in most switch-based stateful network functions [2, 9, 14]. Further, Thanos relies on the RMT pipeline to process the probe packets and extract the metric information from the header of probe packets. RMT pipelines are well suited for this task as header processing is indeed their primary job.
- Local metric. In case the resource metrics are generated locally, there is no need for probe packets to calculate the

![Figure 8: Thanos switch architecture. It also highlights the division of labor between RMT’s modules (programmable parser and Match-Action tables) and Thanos’s filter module, for implementing custom filter policies.](image-url)
metric values. Instead, Thanos relies on basic RMT primitives such as counters, meters, registers, and ALUs to compute simple local metrics such as packet counters. For more complex local metrics, such as those that involve the traffic manager, Thanos leverages the recently proposed event-driven packet processing architecture [10] for RMT. This architecture allows for custom events to trigger custom processing inside the RMT pipeline at line rate. An example of this would be incrementing a register value in the RMT pipeline every time an event of packet enqueue into an egress queue happens, and similarly decrementing the register value every time an event of packet dequeue from the egress queue happens. Using this example, one can easily maintain the queue length metric for each egress queue at line rate, such as used in DRILL [8].

2 Store resources and their metrics. This involves designing a data structure to store the resources and their respective metrics. The key requirement from such a data structure is to allow the implementation of rich filtering policies at line rate. As discussed in §2, RMT pipelines do not support such data structures. Hence, in §5.1, Thanos proposes a new hardware data structure for storing resources and their stateful metrics.

3 Implement filter policy. Thanos proposes a new custom filter pipeline (§5.3) and action units (§5.2) that is customized for the resource data structure mentioned above, and together they can implement any arbitrary chain of filter operations at line rate.

4 Process output of filter operation. For most network functions, this involves using the output of the filter operation to make a forwarding decision on the current packet. For example, for routing and load balancing applications, this could involve forwarding the packet along the filtered path, whereas for firewall application, this could involve dropping the packet. RMT pipelines are well suited for making such forwarding decisions, as this is again part of their primary job, and hence Thanos maps this final task to the RMT pipeline.

4 ABSTRACTIONS AND PRIMITIVES

This section describes the basic abstractions and primitives underpinning Thanos’s filter module. The key insight Thanos uses is that the resources and their corresponding metrics can be represented as a relational table, and filter policies can be reduced to chains of filter operations over a relational table. Thus, given N resources each with M metrics, Thanos stores the resources in a global relational table with N entries and M+1 attributes, where one of the attributes is the (unique) resource id (which also acts as the primary key of the table), and the remaining M attributes are the M resource metrics. The filter operations on the table are inspired from the classic Codd’s relational algebra operators [7] as described below.

4.1 Basic Filter Operators

Thanos supports two classes of filter operators—(i) unary operators, that filter based on zero or one table attribute, and (ii) binary operators, that merge the outputs of two unary filter operations to support multi-dimensional filtering.

4.1.1 Unary Filter Operators. These operators take as input a single relational table, and filter based on at most one table attribute to return a subset of table rows (or resources) as the output relational table. The operators are chosen based on the following insights. Most network functions filter the resources in one of three ways—(i) based on some predicate over an attribute [11], or (ii) based on some ordering of an attribute’s values, such as a (weighted) round-robin order [47] or some priority order [2, 14], or (iii) randomly [35]. Based on this, Thanos includes five unary filter operators as described below. Note that these operators both borrow from (e.g., predicate and min/max operators) and extend (e.g., round-robin and random operators) the classic unary operators from Codd’s relational algebra [7]. At the same, they also exclude Codd’s other classic unary operators, namely project and rename, as these operators are not involved with filtering table row entries.

1. **no-op** (table1): It bypasses all the filtering operations, and simply copies the input table into the output table.

2. **predicate** (table1, attr_relop val): It operates on the attribute attrX of table1, and outputs a new table comprising entries whose attrX value satisfy the specified predicate. Here val ∈ Integer and relop is a relational operator ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, ==, ≠}.

3. **min/max** (table1, attrX): It outputs a table comprising a single entry from table1 whose attrX value is the lowest/highest amongst all the entries in table1.

4. **round-robin** (table1, attrX): It outputs a list comprising a single entry chosen cyclically from table1, in proportion to the entry’s “weight”, where the value of attrX is used as a entry’s weight.

5. **random** (table1): It outputs a table comprising a single entry from table1 chosen uniformly at random.

4.1.2 Binary Filter Operators. These operators take as input two relational tables, each of which is an output of some unary filter operation, and merge them into a single relational table. The binary operators are based on the set operators from the classic relational algebra. Note that Thanos does not include join, which is the other classic binary relational algebra operator. This is because Thanos has a single global relational table, and all the binary operations are performed over the subsets of the same global table. Hence, the relational tables used in binary operations always have the same set of attributes, thus making join irrelevant.

1. **no-op** (table1, table2, choice): It bypasses all the merge operations, and simply copies one of the input tables, chosen based on the value of choice, into the output table. Thus this operation behaves like a 2:1 MUX.

2. **union** (table1, table2): It outputs the table with all the entries from both table1 and table2.

3. **intersection** (table1, table2): It outputs the table with entries common to both table1 and table2.

4. **difference** (table1, table2): It outputs the table with entries in table1 but not in table2.

4.2 Abstractions for Filter Chaining

In this section, we describe the abstractions for chaining basic unary and binary filter operators to express richer filter policies.

4.2.1 Parallel Chaining. A parallel chain in Thanos is a single linear chain of k unary filter operators, with a single input I1 and a single final output O, as shown in Figure 9. Each of the k unary filter operators in the chain are identical. The inputs and outputs are relational tables. Each operator in the chain takes as input the
In this section, we describe the hardware design of Thanos’s filter module. As shown in Figure 8, the module comprises a resource table, stored as a relational table, and a programmable filter pipeline that performs the filtering operations on the resource table using the abstractions described in §4.

4.2.2 Serial Chaining. Serial chaining is the more general form of chaining in Thanos, and applies to both unary and binary filter operators. A serial chain takes in $n$ relational tables as input and produces $m$ relational tables as output. The set of operators in any serial chain can be partitioned into a series of $k$ stages as shown in Figure 9. We call $k$ the length of the serial chain. The set of operators within a single stage do not have input-output dependencies, i.e., an input to an operator within a stage cannot be an output of some other operator from the same stage. Instead, the inputs to stage $i$ must either be one of the $n$ original inputs, or it must be an output from some operator in stage $j < i$. Serial chaining does allow for output fan-out, i.e., the output of an operator can serve as input to multiple operators. The outputs from the $k^{th}$ stage are the final outputs of serial chain.

4.2.3 Conditional Policies. Thanos can also express conditional policies of type, if (predicate) then policy1 else policy2, by using the parallel and/or serial chain abstractions to express policies policy1 and policy2, and using a MUX at the end to choose between the outputs of those policies based on the predicate. The MUX can be implemented in a single RMT pipeline stage [25] that immediately follows the filter module in Thanos’s pipeline.

5 HARDWARE DESIGN

In this section, we describe the hardware design of Thanos’s filter module. As shown in Figure 8, the module comprises a resource table, stored as a relational table, and a programmable filter pipeline that performs the filtering operations on the resource table using the abstractions described in §4.

5.1 Resource Table

Thanos stores the resource table as a relational table using a new hardware data structure called Sorted Multidimensional Bidirectional Map (SMBM), as shown in Figure 10. Assuming $N$ resources and $M$ metrics, SMBM stores the $M+1$ relational table attributes (resource id + $M$ metrics) as a $M+1$-dimensional map data structure, where each dimension has $N$ entries, one per resource, stored as a flat sorted list. The lists are sorted in increasing order, and if any two entries in the list have the same value, the entry that was enqueued first appears first. The first dimension is the resource id (primary attribute), and the remaining $M$ dimensions correspond to the $M$ metrics. Finally, the data structure maintains a bidirectional mapping between the resource id dimension and each of the metric dimensions, i.e., the id of each resource maps to each of its $M$ metrics, and each of the $M$ metrics of a resource map back to its id.

5.1.1 Why SMBM? The need for a new data structure arises from two key limitations of traditional data structures for filtering.

Lack of a universal data structure. The unary and binary filter operations in Thanos have been very well-studied, but in isolation. As a result, there are different data structures to efficiently execute different operations, including search trees [30], range filters [36], heaps [31], linked lists [38], and disjoint set data structures [34]. Lack of a universal data structure means one has to either compromise on the performance of certain operations, or maintain a separate data structure for each operation, which would mean replicating the state, thus resulting in significant memory overhead plus the overhead of keeping the state synchronized across all replicas.
Performance limits of classic data structures. Most of the classic data structures designed for specific filter operations have one thing in common—they all share a hierarchical structure, e.g., B-tree [30], K-d tree [36], binary heap [31], etc. This fundamentally limits the latency of operations to $O(\log(N))$ computation steps on average, with the worst-case performance as bad as $O(N)$ [36]. Thus, these data structures would add high and non-deterministic latencies per operation on the network data path. Further, several of these data structures are also hard to pipeline in hardware [46], thus also limiting the processing throughput. These limitations are further exacerbated when we have chains of these operations. Fundamentally, these classic data structures were designed for CPU-like architectures, and hence fail to fully exploit the available spatial parallelism on a custom hardware.

The SMBM data structure is designed specifically to support fast filter operations in hardware. This is achieved via four distinct features of the data structure. (i) Unlike the classic hierarchical data structures, the flat list structures in SMBM are well-suited to exploit the spatial parallelism in hardware to allow parallel decision making over the entire set of resources in a single computation step. (ii) Inspired by the recent hardware data structures such as PIFO [26] and PIEO [24], SMBM keeps the lists sorted that accelerates filter operations that rely on ordering, such as range filters and priority queue operations (min/max). (iii) Multidimensionality, i.e., storing table attributes as independent dimensions (of sorted lists), allows independent filter operations over each attribute, thus enabling further parallelism. And, (iv) Bidirectional mappings allow for fast translation between resource ids and corresponding metrics via the forward (id $\rightarrow$ metric) and reverse map (metric $\rightarrow$ id) respectively.

5.1.2 SMBM Implementation. SMBM comprises $M+1$ sorted lists, one per dimension, each of size $N$ (Figure 10). The implementation of sorted lists is based on the design described in PIFO [26], where $N$ elements are stored in a $N$-ported memory, usually implemented using $N$ flip-flops. The use of flip-flops instead of SRAM (used to implement registers in RMT), allows one to read and write each entry in the list in parallel per clock cycle needed for line rate filtering (SRAM typically allows only one read or write per clock cycle). However, this comes at the cost of scalability. This trade-off is further discussed in §6. In addition, each entry in the resource id list also stores $M$ pointers, one per metric, and each entry in each of the $M$ metric lists store a pointer to their corresponding resource id in the resource id list. SMBM allows two primitive write operations, add(SMBM, id, [metric1: val1, ..., metricM: valM]). This operation adds a new entry with resource id $id$ and metric values $val1$, ..., $valM$ to SMBM.

delete(SMBM, id). This operation deletes a SMBM entry with resource id $id$, if present.

The two primitive operations can be combined to do more complex operations, e.g., to update the metric values of an existing resource, one can issue a delete operation (which deletes the resource to be modified) followed by an add operation (which re-inserts the resource with updated values).

Both add and delete operations take exactly two clock cycles and are fully pipelined. In the first clock cycle, we search all the SMBM lists in parallel for the appropriate locations where the input entry needs to be added to or deleted from, so that the lists remain sorted even after the operation. Then in the second clock cycle, we add/delete the entries to/from those locations, appropriately shifting the rest of the entries in the lists, while also updating the pointers between the resource id and corresponding metrics. The ability to do list-wide search and shift operations in one clock cycle can be attributed to the parallelism offered by flip flops.

5.1.3 Latency and Throughput. The latency of both write operations is two clock cycles. The design is fully pipelined, and can serve a new write request every clock cycle. Further, SMBM shares a read interface with the filter pipeline (Figure 10). To meet our design goal of processing one packet every clock cycle, SMBM must support a read operation every clock cycle. Fortunately, given the lists in SMBM are stored independently in separate flip flops, one can read the entire SMBM data structure every clock cycle, while also doing writes in parallel.

5.1.4 Concurrency and Consistency. Read and write happen concurrently in SMBM. Since writes take two clock cycles, while reads need to be supported every clock cycle, there is a potential of reading the data structure in an inconsistent write state if it is also concurrently being written. However, this is not an issue in SMBM, since even though write operations take two clock cycles, the data structure is written atomically, since any write to the data structure happens only during a single clock cycle (the second clock cycle for both add and delete operations).

5.1.5 Integration with multi-pipelined data planes. Modern switch data planes are multi-pipelined to achieve higher aggregate processing rates [41]. Thanos’s filter module can naturally scale to multiple pipelines by having one separate module per pipeline. However, this would require synchronizing the writes across multiple SMBM replicas. Note that for local switch metrics where SMBM is updated via event-driven processing (§3), this is not an issue as the event will be triggered synchronously on each pipeline. However, for remote metrics where SMBM is updated via probe packets (§3), on a typical RMT pipeline, one would need to re-circulate the probe packet through each pipeline, so that the metric update is applied to all replicas. This solution comes with obvious throughput penalty. Instead, in Thanos, if a probe packet in pipeline $i$ is updating SMBM resource entry $e$, we synchronously update the SMBM entry $e$ in each pipeline, thus not needing re-circulation. The use of flip-flops allows updates issued from multiple pipelines to happen in parallel at each SMBM replica. However, this design could potentially result in a write contention if there was another probe packet in pipeline $k$ ($\neq i$) updating SMBM entry $e$ in the same clock cycle. Fortunately, one can easily avoid such contentions from happening in practice by making sure that the probe packets corresponding to the same resource take the same network path (as is the norm with TCP flows). This would ensure that at any given switch the probe packets for the same resource will always arrive on the same port (and hence processed by the same pipeline), thus precluding the possibility of two probe packets updating the same resource entry simultaneously on any given pipeline.

5.2 Programmable Filter Units

This section describes the design of the two basic filter processing units in Thanos, namely Unary Filter Processing Unit (UFPU) and Binary Filter Processing Unit (BFPU).
The inputs and outputs to the UFPU are shown in Figure 11. The opcode value is used to configure the choice of UFPU operation. One key design choice we make is in the way we implement the input and output tables. Logically, input and output to a UFPU is the resource table, i.e., a SMBM data structure. However, given that we will have multiple UFPU’s in the filter pipeline, passing multiple instances of the entire SMBM data structure through the pipeline is not efficient. Hence, we encode the input and output to UFPU’s as pointers to the SMBM entries (implemented as a bit vector—the vector is indexed by resource ids, and a value of 1 for index i indicates the existence of resource with id i). UFPU implements the following unary filter operations.

**no-op.** In parallel ∀i, out bit vector[i] = inp bit vector[i].

**predicate**(inp bit vector, attrX rel_op val). Here rel_op ∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥, ==, ≠}. In the first clock cycle, we leverage the flip-flops in SMBM to copy all the entries in the attribute attrX list in parallel into a temp list. Note that not all entries in the attrX list would be valid, as entries corresponding to resources not present in the inp bit vector are invalid. To mask the invalid entries, we leverage the bidirectional mapping in SMBM, using the reverse map to set the entries in temp list corresponding to an invalid resource as NULL, as shown in the combinational logic below,

\[
\text{temp list[i] = if (inp bit vector[attrX list[i] → id_ptr])}
\]

\[
\text{then attrX list[i] else NULL}
\]

In the second clock cycle, we apply the input predicate to each valid entry in temp list, and again leverage the SMBM reverse mapping to set the out bit vector entry to 1 for each resource that satisfies the predicate. The combinational logic for this operation is,

\[
\text{out bit vector[temp list[i] → id_ptr] =}
\]

\[
\text{if ((temp list[i] ≠ NULL) & (temp list[i] → val rel op val))}
\]

\[
\text{then 1 else 0}
\]

**min/max**(inp bit vector, attrX). In the first clock cycle, we copy the attribute attrX list into a temp list as described above. Since we keep each metric list in SMBM sorted, the very first/last entry would be the min/max entry. Unfortunately however, not all entries in the temp list are valid entries, as the entries corresponding to resources not present in the input list are masked out. Hence, we need to find the first/last valid entry in the temp list as our output. We do this in the second clock cycle, where we first create a bit vector by using the parallel comparison (temp list[i] ≠ NULL), and feed the bit vector to a priority encoder that returns the index idx of the first (or last) 1 in the bit vector, which would correspond to the first (or last) valid entry in the temp list, which, in turn, would correspond to min (or max) entry. We set out bit vector[idx] to 1 with rest of its entries set to 0.

**round-robin**(inp bit vector, attrX). UFPU maintains an internal state of <last_id, w>, where last_id is the last resource id selected in the round-robin order, and w is the number of times in a row last_id has been selected. In the first clock cycle, starting from the index last_id, we find the next valid index i in the inp bit vector, i.e., the next index in cyclic order set to 1, by feeding the bit vector [inp bit vector[last_id : N-1], inp bit vector[0 : last_id-1]] to a priority encoder. In parallel, we also copy the attribute attrX list into a temp list. In the second clock cycle, we check whether the predicate (inp bit vector[last_id] == 1) is true and w is less than or equal to weight, where weight is the value of attribute attrX corresponding to resource with id last_id. If true, we select resource with id last_id as output by setting out bit vector[last_id] to 1 and updating the internal state to <i, 1>.

**random**(inp bit vector). Assuming inp bit vector of size N, in the first clock cycle, we generate a random number r between 0 and N-1 using a standard random number generator such as Linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) [37]. This gives us a random index r into the inp bit vector. In the second clock cycle, we check if (inp bit vector[r] == 1). If so, we set the out bit vector[r] to 1 (with rest of its entries set to 0), else we find the first index i set to 1 in bit vector [inp bit vector[r : N-1], inp bit vector[0 : r-1]] using a priority encoder, and set the out bit vector[i] to 1 (with rest of its entries set to 0).

**5.2.2 Binary Filter Processing Unit (BFPU).** BFPU implements the binary filter operations described in §4.1.2. The processing latency is exactly one clock cycle.

**Input and Output.** The inputs and outputs to the BFPU are shown in Figure 11. Similar to UFPU, opcode value is used to configure the choice of BFPU operation, and the input and output tables are encoded as bit vectors.

BFPU implements the following binary filter operations.

**no-op.** It implements the following combinational logic:

\[
\text{out bit vector = if (choice == 0)}
\]

\[
\text{then inp bit vector_1 else inp bit vector_2}
\]

One of the benefits of storing the tables as bit vectors is that it reduces the set operations in BFPU to simple bitwise logic operations over the two input bit vectors, which can be implemented within a clock cycle in the hardware.

**union:** inp bit vector_1 bitwise OR inp bit vector_2

**intersection:** inp bit vector_1 bitwise AND inp bit vector_2

**difference:** inp bit vector_1 bitwise AND ~inp bit vector_2

**5.3 Programmable Filter Chain Pipeline**

This section describes how the basic processing units from §5.2 can be used to design programmable parallel and serial operation chains from §4.2, that can express any arbitrary chain of filter operations.

**5.3.1 Programmable Parallel Chain Pipeline.** Parallel chain pipeline implements the parallel operation chaining abstraction.
as described in §4.2.2. Figure 12 shows the pipeline design. The pipeline is a linear chain of $N$ UFPUs. We call this K-UFPU. The interface to K-UFPU is the same as the UFPU, except for one extra input called $K$, which specifies the number of UFPUs (out of $N$) to be programmed with the operation specified in the opcode. The $K$ programmed UFPUs are always the first $K$ UFPUs in the pipeline closest to the input, while the last remaining $N-K$ UFPUs are programmed with the opcode no-op and simply act as a bypass circuit that has no effect on the final output. The inputs to each UFPU in the chain are generated according to Equation 1, implemented using a series of I/O generators shown in Figure 12. Note that by setting $K=1$, K-UFPU becomes functionally equivalent to UFPU. Finally, our design is fully pipelined, assuming the implementations of its building blocks, UFPUs and BFPUs, are fully pipelined.

5.3.2 Programmed Serial Chain Pipeline. Serial chain pipeline implements the serial operation chaining abstraction as described in §4.2.2. Abstractly, a serial chain pipeline with $n$ inputs, maximum output fan-out of $f$, and $k$ stages could express any arbitrary serial chain of operations of length at most $k$, subject to a maximum output fan-out of $f$ and a maximum of $n$ (out of $nf$) inputs active per stage. An operation could either be a unary filter operation (including parallel chains of unary filter operations), or a binary filter operation. These operations are expressed using K-UFPUs (that can express both basic unary filter operations as well as parallel chains of such operations) and BFPUs.

Figure 13 shows the programmable pipeline for serial chaining. Each stage in the pipeline operates on $n$ active input lines to produce $n$ outputs. Output from each stage has a fan-out of $f$, thus resulting in $nf$ input lines to each stage except the first, out of which a maximum of $n$ input lines can be active at a given time.

Unlike the parallel chain pipeline (K-UFPU), that has a single input and output with homogeneous processing units (UFPUs), the serial chain pipeline has $n$ (active) inputs and outputs per stage with heterogeneous processing units (both UFPUs and BFPUs). This makes it challenging to design a programmable or fully reconfigurable pipeline, i.e., a pipeline that could be configured to express arbitrary serial chains of filter operations. To achieve full reconfigurability, each pipeline stage with $n$ active input and output lines must satisfy the following property.

**Full Reconfigurability.** The ability to apply any of the $x$ K-UFPU operations to any of the $n$ input lines and any of the $y$ BFPU operations to any of the $n(n-1)/2$ pairs of input lines, and connect the output of any operation to any of the $n$ output lines, subject to condition that an output line connects to at most one operation output.

A naïve way to design a fully reconfigurable pipeline stage is to directly connect the input lines to the inputs of processing units (K-UFPUs and BFPUs) using a crossbar, as then one can simply configure the crossbar to connect any input line (or pairs of input lines for binary operations) to any K-UFPU or BFPU. However, due to presence of heterogeneous processing units, for $n$ input lines, one would require $n$ K-UFPUs and $n/2$ BFPUs for full reconfigurability, which, in turn, would result in a crossbar of size $n^2/2$ ($nf^2$ if we also consider fan-out). This is clearly sub-optimal. An optimal design for $n$ input lines, each with a fan-out of $f$, should have a crossbar of size $nf \times n$. Achieving optimal crossbar size is critical, as the sub-optimal design has twice the wiring complexity, which would result in increased chip area and signal delays [25, 28]. Next, we describe how to design a pipeline with optimal crossbar size.

Instead of connecting each K-UFPU and BFPU directly to the crossbar as in the naïve design, the key insight Thanos uses is to break the connection into two stages—in the first stage, Thanos combines pairs of K-UFPUs and BFPUs to form a larger processing unit, called a Cell, and then connects each Cell to the crossbar in the second stage. To scale this design to $n$ input lines, Thanos needs $n/2$ Cells in each pipeline stage, as illustrated in Figure 13. This automatically leads to a crossbar of size $nf \times n$, assuming a fan-out of $f$. Finally, we show below that the above design is still fully reconfigurable like the naïve design.

We start with the Cell. Each Cell comprises two K-UFPUs and two BFPUs, connected using cheap $2 \times 2$ crossbar as shown in Figure 13. Given this, it is fairly easy to see that a Cell with 2 inputs and outputs...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Resource list size (N):</th>
<th>Number of pipeline stages (k):</th>
<th>Fan-out (f):</th>
<th>Parallel chain length (K):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=8</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

since the crossbars in Thanos are configured at compile time based on the input policy, and configurations do not change at runtime.

Finally, our design is fully pipelined, assuming the implementations of its building blocks, K-UFPUs and BFPU, are fully pipelined. Table 5 shows various filter policies expressed in Thanos.

### 6 CLOCK SPEED AND CHIP AREA

The novelty in Thanos’s architecture is the introduction of a new chained multi-dimensional filter module. In this section, we report the ASIC clock speed and chip area overhead for this new module. We synthesized our design in Synopsys Design Compiler tool [42] using an open-source 15 nm process technology [17].

We set the performance goal for clock speed as 1 GHz, which is the clock speed of state-of-the-art multi-terabit switches [25, 26]. For chip area, we note that state-of-the-art switching chips occupy 300–700 mm² [6], and our goal is to show that adding Thanos’s filter module results in a nominal chip area overhead.

#### Design Parameters

First we enumerate the various design parameters in Thanos along with their default values used for evaluation.

- **Resource list size (N):** This refers to the number of resources. Typically examples of resources include network paths, switch ports, servers in a cluster (e.g., a datacenter rack), etc. We expect N to be of the order of few hundreds for most resource types. We set the default value to 128.
- **Num of metrics (m):** This refers to number of stateful metrics associated with a resource. We set the default value to 4.
- **Parallel chain length (K):** This refers to the length of K-UFPUs. Typically it is used to filter top-K/least-K values or K random values from the resource list. We set the default value to 4.
- **Num of pipeline inputs (n):** This dictates the maximum number of operations that can be done in parallel per pipeline stage. We set the default value to 4.
- **Fan-out (f):** We set the default value to 2.
- **Number of pipeline stages (k):** This dictates the maximum length of a serial chain that the pipeline can support. We set the default value to 4.

We choose the default values of the parameters with an understanding that these values can support most practical network filter policies, such as the ones shown in Table 5.

Table 1–Table 4 show the clock speeds and chip area for various building blocks in Thanos’s filter module as function of different parameters. If we focus on the overall filter pipeline, then an n-input k-stage pipeline comprises k crossbars and n/2+k Cells (Figure 13).

Table 4 shows the clock rate and chip area for filter pipeline as a function of n and k. We implemented the crossbar in each pipeline stage using a special multi-stage close network, called Benes network [13]. The area consumed by the pipeline increases linearly with both n and k. Also, the total area consumed is dominated by the Cells, that account for over 90% of the total pipeline area. The clock rate for the entire pipeline is the same as that of an individual Cell, which, in turn, is the same as that of an individual UFPU inside the Cell. Hence, the clock rate of filter pipeline is independent of n and k and only depends upon the clock rate of an individual UFPU.

Finally, for perspective, even a 8×8 pipeline results in an overhead of just 0.3–0.5% in terms of the chip area and can run at twice the clock rate of state-of-the-art switching chips.
Scalability vs. Performance Trade-off. As discussed in §5.1.2, Thanos uses flip flops instead of SRAM for SMBM implementation for performance. However, use of flip flops comes at the cost of scalability. In particular, Thanos is not able to operate at 1 GHz clock speed beyond few 1000s of resources. We note that this is still more than sufficient for most resource types, e.g., switch ports, or network paths, or servers within a cluster (e.g., datacenter rack).

7 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Thanos using an FPGA prototype and a packet-level simulator.

7.1 FPGA Prototype
We implemented the entire Thanos pipeline shown in Figure 8 in System Verilog [40] and synthesized it on NetFPGA Sume from Xilinx [43], that has four 10 Gbps ports. We used the open-source P4FPGA [45] code to borrow the implementation of RMT pipeline, and extended it with our implementation of Thanos’s chained multi-dimensional filter module described in §5.

7.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance benefits of expressing rich filter policies in Thanos for various network functions, as well as for a graph database query application.

7.2.1 Testbed and Simulator. Our testbed comprises six FPGAs, each implementing Thanos switch pipeline as described in §7.1. The FPGAs are connected in a leaf-spine topology as shown in Figure 15, and have eight Dell servers attached to them. Each server is running Ubuntu 14.04 operating system with TCP, and comprises 2 CPUs running at 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, and 10 Gbps access link bandwidth.

For larger scale network experiments, we use a packet-level simulator to build a network with ~450 hosts connected using a FatTree [1] topology. All link bandwidth is 10 Gbps.

7.2.2 L4 load balancing over end servers. First we consider layer-4 load balancing over end servers (resources). We use a graph database hosted on our university’s production servers as the case study. The database is replicated over multiple servers for scaling.
As is common, each server also hosts other services for resource and cost efficiency via statistical multiplexing. We benchmark a subset of servers for a week in terms of how server resources available to the graph database change over time, and also capture an (anonymized) trace of queries made to the database over the course of the week. Next, we implement a toy version of the graph database on four (5–8) hosts in our testbed, and emulate all other applications that each server runs using a background process that consumes resources in accordance with our resource consumption benchmark. The remaining four hosts (1–4) act as clients generating the queries in accordance with our resource consumption benchmark. The server runs using a background process that consumes resources. In policy 2, we do a resource-aware load balancing, using a hash function. However, policy 1 load balances oblivious to available resources at a server for processing the graph queries, and hence can easily map queries to servers that are running low on resources, while there might be servers available with more computing resources. In policy 2, we do a resource-aware load balancing, by first filtering a set of servers with enough resources available and available memory > Y and available bandwidth > Z. If the filtered set is empty, select a server uniformly at random from the entire set.

Policy 1 is the typical policy implemented in most state-of-the-art load balancers [18, 22] (including our university’s load balancer), and can be easily implemented on today’s programmable switches, e.g., using a hash function. However, policy 1 load balances oblivious to available resources at a server for processing the graph queries, and hence can easily map queries to servers that are running low on resources, while there might be servers available with more computing resources. In policy 2, we do a resource-aware load balancing, by first filtering a set of servers with enough resources available (for our experiments we used X=70%, Y=1 GB, and Z=2 Gbps), and then choosing a server randomly amongst those servers. If this returns null, policy 2 defaults to policy 1.

Figure 16 shows the CDF of the response time for each query for policy 2 normalized w.r.t. policy 1. We keep the network load low, so the response time is not affected by network queuing, and only by processing at the servers. Policy 2 achieves between 1.7×–1.3× better response time for 70% of the queries compared to policy 1. This shows that even a simple stateful policy such as policy 2 that can be easily implemented on today’s programmable switches could result in significant performance gains.

**7.2.3 Performance-aware routing.** Next we consider routing over network paths (resources). We configure each of the leaf switches to run one of the following routing policies to load balance over multiple available upstream paths, and hence can easily map queries to servers that are running low on resources, while there might be servers available with more computing resources. In policy 2, we do a resource-aware load balancing, by first filtering a set of servers with enough resources available (for our experiments we used X=70%, Y=1 GB, and Z=2 Gbps), and then choosing a server randomly amongst those servers. If this returns null, policy 2 defaults to policy 1.

As is common, each server also hosts other services for resource and cost efficiency via statistical multiplexing. We benchmark a subset of servers for a week in terms of how server resources available to the graph database change over time, and also capture an (anonymized) trace of queries made to the database over the course of the week. Next, we implement a toy version of the graph database on four (5–8) hosts in our testbed, and emulate all other applications that each server runs using a background process that consumes resources in accordance with our resource consumption benchmark. The remaining four hosts (1–4) act as clients generating the queries in accordance with our resource consumption benchmark. The server runs using a background process that consumes resources. In policy 2, we do a resource-aware load balancing, by first filtering a set of servers with enough resources available (for our experiments we used X=70%, Y=1 GB, and Z=2 Gbps), and then choosing a server randomly amongst those servers. If this returns null, policy 2 defaults to policy 1.

Figure 16 shows the CDF of the response time for each query for policy 2 normalized w.r.t. policy 1. We keep the network load low, so the response time is not affected by network queuing, and only by processing at the servers. Policy 2 achieves between 1.7×–1.3× better response time for 70% of the queries compared to policy 1. This shows that even a simple stateful policy such as policy 2 that could not be implemented on today’s programmable switches could result in significant performance gains.

**7.2.3 Performance-aware routing.** Next we consider routing over network paths (resources). We configure each of the leaf switches to run one of the following routing policies to load balance over multiple available upstream paths,
Policy 1. Select a path uniformly at random.
Policy 2. Select a path with least utilization.
Policy 3. Filter paths that are simultaneously amongst the top-X paths with least queuing and top-X paths with least loss rate and top-X paths with least utilization, and select the least utilized path from the filtered set. If the filtered set is empty, choose the least utilized path from all available paths.

Each switch periodically generates the queuing, loss rate, and utilization metrics for its links and sends it to all the leaf switches. Each leaf switch parses the probe packets and updates the various metrics for each path, similar to CONGA [2].

We use the Web search [3] traffic trace for experiments. Flows arrive according to a Poisson process and the source and destination for each flow is chosen uniformly at random. We report the mean flow completion times (FCT). Figure 17 shows the simulation results for mean FCT (normalized w.r.t. policy 1) for different network load values (we also ran these experiments on our testbed, but given that we only had 2 upstream paths for each flow, the performance difference was negligible). Policies 1 and 2 are instances of the two most common load balancing policies implemented inside datacenter switches [2, 35]. And yet policy 3, which cannot be implemented on existing programmable switches, achieves the best performance, (1.6× better than policy 1 and 1.3× better than policy 2 at 80% load). This can be attributed to the fact that policy 3 tries to simultaneously optimize for multiple relevant path metrics that could affect the FCT (for our experiments, we used X=5), before defaulting to policy 2 (which only considers one relevant metric).

We again consider the graph database from §7.2.2. Each node in the graph represents a course, and is associated with certain number of attributes (e.g., course number, term offered, pre-requisites). There is a directed edge between two courses if one course is a pre-requisite of another. Next, based on the (offline) analysis of the captured trace of queries, at each leaf switch, we cache the most popular nodes (courses) in the SMBM data structure, and implement the most popular filter queries using Thanos’s filter pipeline. We re-run the same trace from §7.2.2 with spine switches implementing policy 2. Figure 19 shows the CDF of the response time for policy 2 with in-network caching (normalized w.r.t. no caching). The cached queries account for ~50% of all queries, and caching improves the response time for these queries by 4×–2.8×, as it saves both the round trip network delay and processing delay at the server.

8 CONCLUSION
We presented Thanos, which augments the RMT switch architecture with support for chained multi-dimensional filtering over a set of resources. We show that in-network support for such an abstraction can improve the performance of several key network functions, and even general distributed applications, such as graph database queries. Thanos’s hardware design could run in excess of 1 GHz on an ASIC while incurring nominal chip area overhead. Our evaluation, based on an FPGA prototype and a simulator, shows that policies expressed in Thanos can improve performance of several key network functions by up to 1.7x compared to state-of-the-art.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

Abstract
The artifact includes the source code for each hardware component of Thanos, implemented in System Verilog, along with the 15 nm process technology file used to synthesize the hardware design. The artifact also includes the links to external open source code used to run performance evaluation experiments in the paper (in §7.2).

Scope
The artifact can be used to validate and reproduce the area and timing results for Thanos’s hardware design, reported in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4. However, to validate and reproduce the performance evaluation results, one would first need to build the testbed shown in Figure 15, which is out of scope for the artifacts released.

Contents
The artifact contains following folders and files,

1. **Cell folder.** This folder contains the source code for Thanos’s Cell hardware design (in .sv files). It also contains .tcl scripts that can be run to generate the area and timing files for the hardware design. The .area and .timing files in the folder contain the results for one such run of the tcl scripts.

2. **benes folder.** The folder contains the source code for the crossbar used in Thanos’s filter pipeline, implemented using a multi-stage benes network.

3. **bfpu folder.** This folder contains the source code for Thanos’s BFPU hardware design (in .sv files). It also contains .tcl scripts that can be run to generate the area and timing files for the hardware design. The .area and .timing files in the folder contain the results for one such run of the tcl scripts.

4. **filter_pipeline folder.** This folder contains the source code for Thanos’s programmable serial filter pipeline hardware design (in .sv files). It also contains .tcl scripts that can be run to generate the area and timing files for the hardware design. The .area and .timing files in the folder contain the results for one such run of the tcl scripts.

5. **params folder.** The folder contains the parameter files, along with source code for lfsr and priority encoder modules used in the implementation of UFPU.

6. **smbm_* folder.** This folder contains the source code for SMBM hardware design (in .sv files). It also contains .tcl scripts that can be run to generate the area and timing files for the hardware design. The .area and .timing files in the folder contain the results for one such run of the tcl scripts.

7. **ufpu folder.** This folder contains the source code for Thanos’s UFPU hardware design (in .sv files). It also contains .tcl scripts that can be run to generate the area and timing files for the hardware design. The .area and .timing files in the folder contain the results for one such run of the tcl scripts.

8. **NanGate_15nm_OCL_fast.db file.** This file contains the 15 nm process technology information used to synthesize Thanos’s hardware design.

Hosting
The artifact is available at https://github.com/vishal1303/Thanos.

Requirements
The hardware design was synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler RTL Synthesis version L-2016.03-SP2 for area and timing results. The testbed used for performance evaluation results (Figure 15) comprised six NetFPGA SUME Virtex-7 FPGA boards and eight Dell T720 servers.